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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: SS/FS JAMAL ADAMS, LSU   

FS/SS grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day 
workouts, Wonderlic test results leaked, etc. We will update info as it becomes 
available. 

  

I’m starting to believe Jamal Adams might be a con job. 

Everyone is so convinced he’s ‘the greatest’…it’s such a ‘given’ that no one has really 
tried to ‘tear down’ Adams as a prospect. It’s like he’s ‘hand’s off‘. I really liked what 
I saw at first glance…and then I saw his weak NFL Combine numbers…and then I 
started to watch other top names who were obviously better/more intriguing…and 
then I really settled in and watched the tape – this time with a fading-not-fawning 
view of Adams, and I think I see the problem. 

Everyone watches Adams on tape and sees him moving quickly, swiftly to the ball 
(and I do too), and it is an optical illusion (of sorts) that he’s the fastest guy on the 
field. You watch Jamal Adams (4.56 40-time) run and he looks exponentially 
quicker than UConn safety Obi Melifonwu (4.40 40-time) or Jabrill Peppers (4.46 
40-time). He looks so fast that people assume he’s a great safety and possible cover 
guy at corner, maybe. People delight in ‘all that Adams can do‘ – and that’s a clue of 
the con of which I speak. Let me explain… 

Here’s what I’m seeing: 

— Is Adams really moving that fast? Obviously, his 40-time is borderline ‘bad’ for a 
top DB prospect (4.56). Is it more that Adams sprints hard/quick and out of control 
towards plays/ballcarriers? Our IDP analyst JWolfe and I both saw the same thing in 
some intro tape – noticeable missed tackles. I excused it at first because ‘he moves 
so quick‘. However, the more I watched Adams, the more missed tackles I saw. It’s 
possible Adams is moving as fast as he can and it’s hurting him – he’s overrunning 
plays and moving so fast/hard that he can’t stop himself properly when a good 
ballcarrier makes a cut, so he ends up wildly missing the tackle. It’s there on tape, if 
anyone is looking. On the other hand, Obi Melifonwu and Jabrill Peppers, who 
timed faster at the NFL Combine, are DBs who have a smooth movement style 
because they are better athletes…so they don’t look to the naked eye like they are 
even moving…but they are…faster than Adams. It just doesn’t look that way to our 
eyes at first. Adams looks ‘fast’, and Melifonwu and Peppers seem to be coasting. It’s 
not real. 
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If Adams was really moving that fast, and was a great safety, he’d be a ‘tackle 
monster’. He’s not. Not a top 10 tackler in the SEC…ever in his three seasons. 
Statistically, historically, he’s not close to one of the better tacklers among safety 
prospects on a per game basis. I think Jamal Adams is gunning after ballcarriers, 
sometimes cheating, sometimes with reckless abandon, and sometimes he makes 
‘car crash’ great hits, but sometimes/too much he gets hurts via bad guesses and 
misses the play. He can get away with it more when he works against inferior 
athletes. He’s not going to find the NFL such an easy mark. 

— Adams can’t be that fast as a cover guy because we saw his 4.56 40-time. If he 
were a declared cornerback prospect up front, then his NFL Combine numbers would 
have really undermined his draft status. The Combine results enhanced Melifonwu’s 
and Peppers’s athletic abilities but exposed Adams’s. 

Any analysts that goes on and on singing the praises of Adams’s movement and 
coverage ability, and doesn’t praise Jabrill Peppers equal/more and Obi 
Melifonwu twice as much – you know they’ve been conned…and now their lack of 
study/understanding is unwittingly creating a false narrative on Jamal Adams. In a 
sense, Jamal Adams is ‘fake news’. Only he’s not being pushed despite analysts 
knowing the truth…it’s that analysts have no idea what they’re seeing 90% of the 
time. It’s not ‘fake news’ with Adams…it’s ‘lazy news’. You can’t watch Adams, 
Melifonwu, and Peppers (and Josh Jones/NC State) and not see Adams as the 
fourth best athlete and not the best safety or corner prospect among them. Yet, no 
one ever says a bad thing about Adams. We’re all being subtly duped, to a degree. 

  

Not that Adams is a bad prospect. I think he has a nice burst/closing speed and he is 
a willing, decent tackler. He’s just a lot more erratic than anyone realizes because 
they are blinded with cool-looking closing speed on tape. If Adams closes fast, but 
misses the tackle…what does it matter? Adams is a solid prospect. With a UConn 
uniform on he’d be a basic top 100 prospect that no one cared as much about. 
However, he plays for LSU…and that carries gravitas still, even though LSU is not 
what they used to be. Somehow gravitas has pushed Adams as a top 5 overall 
prospect, but there is nothing I see on his resume to suggest there is a top 5 overall 
talent here. I know he’s NFL-worthy. He’s a passionate player. He’s a trash talker. 
His dad was an NFL running back. I like him as maybe a top 5 or so safety prospect, 
not a top 5 prospect overall. 
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JAMAL ADAMS, THROUGH THE LENS OF OUR SAFETY SCOUTING ALGORITHM: 

Adams posted just four games in his college career with 10 or more tackles in a 
game. Two of them came against Western Kentucky and Southern Miss. 

In his last 16 games, Adams made five solo tackles or more just three times. 

Those two numbers compared to Obi Melifonwu, Jabrill Peppers, and Josh 
Jones… 

  

10 or more tackles in a game (career): 

12 times = Melifonwu, UConn 

7 = Jones, NC State 

4 = Adams, LSU 

0 = Peppers, Michigan 

  

Five or more solo tackles in a game in their last 16 games: 

11 times = Melifonwu 

6 = Jones, NC State 

5 = Peppers, Michigan 

3 = Adams, LSU 

  

  

THE NFL SAFETY THAT JAMAL ADAMS MOST COMPARES WITH STATISTICALLY IN 

COLLEGE, WITHIN OUR SYSTEM: 

When I was thinking about Jamal Adams, and the dilemma/problem I believed that 
I saw…I thought of Calvin Pryor. I remember Pryor being the end-all be-all safety 
prospect for everyone in 2014. We didn’t love him as much in our scouting, but 
thought he was OK/good. Pryor has been a nondescript player in the NFL (a former 
#18 overall to the Jets). I wonder if Adams is the next Pryor 
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TABLE 402  

Overall Last First Yr College HT HT Weight 

Tackle 

Strngth 

Metrics 

Speed 

Cover 

Metric 

Strong 

Safety 

Free 

Safety 

7.037 Adams Jamal 2017 LSU 5 11.6 214 6.80 7.99 58.8% 41.2% 

6.982 Allen Nate 2010 S. Florida 6 0.4 207 5.66 6.69 39.2% 60.8% 

8.327 Ward T.J. 2010 Oregon 5 10.4 211 8.22 4.33 61.7% 38.3% 

6.757 Boston Tre 2014 UNC 5 11.5 204 5.37 4.08 55.4% 44.6% 

7.542 Pryor Calvin 2014 Louisville 5 11.1 207 6.42 3.65 67.1% 32.9% 

5.542 Carter Quinton 2011 Oklahoma 6 0.5 208 6.36 4.76 60.3% 39.7% 
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*The ratings are based on a 1–10 rating scale, but a prospect can score over 10.0+ and 
less than 0.0. 

OVERALL RATING — We merge the data from physical measurables, skill 
times/counts from the NFL Combine/Pro Days, with college performance data 
available on pass coverage/tackles, etc. and grade it compared to our database 
history of all college SS/FS prospects, with a focus on which SS/FS prospects went 
on to be good-great-elite in the NFL. We found characteristics/data points that the 
successful NFL SS/FS’s had in common in college, that most other SS/FS prospects 
could not match/achieve. 

Scoring with a rating over a 7.0+ in our system is where we start to take a SS/FS 
prospect more seriously. Most of the future NFL-successful college SS/FS prospects 
scored 8.0+ in our system, and most of the NFL-superior FS/SSs pushed ratings 
more in the 9–10.0+ levels overall. Future NFL busts will sneak into the 8.0+ rating 
range from time to time. 

TACKLE/STRENGTH METRIC — A combination of physical measurables and college 
performance, graded historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, 
this is an attempt to classify the SS/FS as one more likely to be involved in a heavy 
amount of tackles, forced fumbles, and physical hits to separate a WR from the ball. 
It also gives some insight into the “toughness” of a player, if it is possible to quantify 
that (this is our attempt to). 

SPEED/COVERAGE METRIC — A combination of several speed, agility, size 
measurements as well as college performance. A unique measuring system to look 
for SS/FS prospects that profile for superior coverage skills and abilities. 

  

  

2017 NFL DRAFT OUTLOOK… 

I wonder if Adams is going to fall in this draft, very quietly. Everyone’s pushing him 
as a top 5 overall, but with so many more interesting safety prospects out there, I 
wonder if people will keep passing him over as he falls outside the top 10, gets 
grabbed around #15, and we all have to listen to what a value pick he was for the 
3–5 days of draft coverage. I’m going to guess he goes closer to #10–15 overall 
than #5 on draft day. 

NFL Outlook: I think Adams is headed more towards an OK-to-good (disappointing) 
career than a good-to-great one. 
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